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It is likely that she is often asked about her starting
point. And certainly about how she develops a
formal language that is able to take up walls, floors,
papers, or objects so naturally and assertively.
But things are not that simple when it comes to
Laura Mietrup. In a very short time, Mietrup has
developed an astonishing inventory of formal
vocabulary that evokes architectural fragments,
machines, furniture, complex systems, or even just
parts of them; nevertheless, it is devoid of anything
that may seem known or familiar to us. In fact,
what we see being developed and affirmed, mostly
out of and in front of dark tonal values, remains
both distinct and mysterious. The use of color is
restrained, yet made strong and luminous by the
chosen contrasts.
In recent years, starting with her award-winning
graduation work in 2017, Mietrup focused primarily
on objects in space. For her first major display at
Kunsthaus Baselland, we can see a shift towards
a new, striking combination of space, mural
painting, and sculpture. While Mietrup’s incredible
craftsmanship and precision in the objects she
creates have always been fascinating, this knowhow and precise engagement with the subject at
hand can now also be seen in her approach to
wall drawings and, in particular, to the architectural
space assigned to her.
Like a massive silhouette, the mural is laid as a
second skin over the interior walls of the 35-meterlong Kunsthaus Baselland annex. Still, the work
Mietrup has developed especially for this location
does not appear flat in the slightest. Rather,
as a visitor, one feels embedded in an urban,
architectural itinerary, which offers insights into and
perspectives on what is painted, embodied, or real.
It is quite evident that Mietrup also employs objects
in combination with this astonishing display of color
and form, which is interwoven with the existing

architecture to form a coherent whole. It is precisely
in this way that their surroundings are condensed
into an immediate counterpart and become a
reference for their own scale.
As you walk across the rooms, pausing, observing,
and connecting, the exhibition title reverberates
in your mind—Traverse. Is this a balancing act,
similar to the one performed when walking along a
crossbeam? Perhaps. But it is more likely to be a
delicate pendulum movement between familiarities
and re-discoveries, between us and what surrounds
and shapes us. A traverse that connects different
times and spaces—yesterday, today and tomorrow.
(IG)

Laura Mietrup was born in 1987 in Rheinfelden,
Switzerland. She lives and works in Basel. She is
the winner of the Solo Position 2021 competition
program, which was organized for the seventh time
by kulturelles.bl as a support program for local
artists. Her previous exhibitions include Auswahl
20, Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau, 2020; One Hundred
and One Works, Galerie Tony Wüthrich, Basel,
2020; Step Out! Aufbruch in den Raum, Kunsthaus
Baselland, 2019; Der Totentanz, a project by Gerda
Steiner and Jörg Lenzlinger, Basel, 2016.
Many thanks to Robin Michel, Chris Handberg,
Mattania Bösiger, Simon Wyss as well as Andreas
Jenni for their valuable support.

Many thanks to the supporters
of the exhibition «Laura Mietrup. Traverse»:

Guided tours, Introductions, Talks
Thursday, 17 February, 6.30pm
Artist Talk
With Laura Mietrup and Sonja Feldmeier.
Moderation: Ines Goldbach
Wednesday, 19 January, Friday, 28 January,
each 4–5pm
Introduction for teachers
With Meret Glausen, Education Kunsthaus Baselland
Free admission
Tuesday, 25 January, 22 February, 8 March,
Wednesday, 9 February, 23 March, each 12.15pm
Guided tour
With Meret Glausen, Martina Stähli and Ines Tondar,
Kunsthaus Baselland
Sunday, 30 January, 27 February, 27 March,
each 11am – 5pm
Family Sunday
Free entry to the exhibition for families.
With Kids Workshop
(6–12 years), 2–4pm
With Meret Glausen, Education Kunsthaus Baselland
Contribution to materials: 5 CHF per person
(4 CHF per person with family pass)
Thursday, 10 March, Friday, 11 March,
each 11am – 2pm
Kids holiday program
With Meret Glausen, Education Kunsthaus Baselland
Limited number of participants. Many thanks for
your registration at office@kunsthausbaselland.ch

Kunsthaus Baselland
St. Jakob-Strasse 170
CH-4132 Muttenz/Basel
+41 (0)61 312 8388
kunsthausbaselland.ch
#kunsthausbaselland
Approx. 15 minutes from
Basel SBB main station or
Basel Bad. Bahnhof

Opening hours
Tuesday to Sunday
11 am – 5 pm
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remain anonymous.

